
 

 
 
Linux Systems Administrator 
 
Ref: ING252 
Location:  Oxford OX4 2HU 
Position Type: Full Time  
 
We have a tremendous opportunity to be part of a growing and ambitious company as a Linux Systems 
Administrator to support and develop the computing infrastructure of Ingenta Plc. If you would like to 
enhance your skills with future career potential, we would love to hear from you! 
 
The Systems Administrator will be responsible for system administration of globally distributed Linux 
servers and associated infrastructure involving troubleshooting, monitoring, tuning and application 
support. This covers multiple locations including cloud based services in AWS.  In addition to this you will 
conduct performance monitoring of production servers and support of filestore and data backup systems.  
You will also be participating in the 24*7 On-call rota. 
 
The successful candidate will be enthusiastic and keen to learn with good communication and 
organizational skills, strong problem solving abilities along with the ability to work in an international, 
geographically dispersed team.  You will need experience working with Linux operating systems 
environments, knowledge of networking environments and hands-on server hardware maintenance. 
 
If you are interested in this exciting role please forward your CV to recruitment@ingenta.com quoting 
job reference ING252.  
 
Ingenta is an Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE). 
 
About Ingenta 
Enabling information providers of any size and in any space to create, manage and monetise their 
content effectively through innovative software solutions and consulting.  
 
Ingenta is the world-leading provider of content solutions that transform business. We cover the 
publishing process from end to end with our suite of commercial products, content and advertising 
solutions plus client support and professional services packages. Combining our unmatched publishing 
knowledge, global operations and customer support with our extensive technology products and 
service offerings, we offer the industry’s only full spectrum of solutions to help publishers manage and 
monetise their IP effectively and bring content to life. Listed on the AIM market of the London Stock 
Exchange, the company operates jointly from Europe (Oxford) and North America (Boston and New 
Jersey), with local offices in Brazil, India and China. Assisting over 450 trade and scholarly publishers 
for nearly 40 years, Ingenta solves the fundamental issues content providers face. 
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